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Floorstanding  speakers 

RAPTOR 5 

Wilson Raptor 5 speaker is a smaller version of the twin Raptor 7. It is part of the 
Raptor series and can be used as part of a home theater system or as standalone 
stereo speaker However, only complete cinema systems can be the source of 
unforgettable  experiences, emotions and great sound. The subdued design of the 
cabinet is a compromise between classic floorstanders and modern sets that are 
meant to draw attention to themselves by design. The high quality of workmanship is 
primarily the finish of the cabinet surface with wood grain and high gloss lacquered - front. 

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN THAT FITS ANY INTERIOR

Simple, neat, Scandinavian design. Nice housing blocks and 
proportionate, unpretentious. Raptor 5 speaker will work 
well both in a classic, subdued interior and extravagant 
space matching the modern style of housing.

Sturdy enclosure with front firing Bass Reflex offers much 
higher efficiency in the low frequency range when neded.

High quality housing covered with  aesthetic layer of 
modern vinyl, with a wood-like surface finished with a slight 
gloss on the entire surface of the side, top and back walls. 

The material provides long-lasting resistance to colour 
change and unwanted effects of light, which is especially 
important for a white finish, when the columns are placed in 
very sunny rooms. 

Cabinet: White with wood grain texture 
Grille: black 
EAN: 5903402873089 

Cabinet: Black with wood grain texture
Grille: black 
EAN: 5903402873072 
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50-20,000 Hz

4-8 ohms

2400 Hz 

2x 5" 

single 

839 x 170 x 263 mm

9.90 kg 

Black EAN: 5903402873072 
White EAN: 5903402873089 

Finish colors 

s pikes Included accessories 

 Bass Reflex Cabinet type 

1" (25mm) soft domeTweeter 

108 dBMaximum efficiency (SPL) 

88 dBSensitivity (2.83V / 1m) 

40-150 WRecommended  amplifier: 

Floorstanding  speakers 

RAPTOR 5 

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES SPECIFICATION 

Frequency response (±3dB) 

A 1" tweeter with a textile dome and two 5" low-midrange drivers with 
cellulose diaphragms are responsible for sound reproduction. The front of 
the tweeter is surrounded by a short horn designed to improve the 
efficiency of the tweeter's operating conditions. 

The Raptor 5 offers a  maximum level of 108 dB (SPL). The drivers use 
aluminum coils, which at high volume levels, effectively protect the drivers 
from overheating. The lower bandwidth of the Raptor 5 set starts at 
around50 Hz, but the speakers easily reproduce the highest frequencies of 
20,000 Hz. With an impedance of 4-8 Ohms, the recommended amplifier 
power should be in the range of 25-125 Watts - this gives a wide range of 
possibilities for connecting practically any modern AV-amplituner. 

BALANCED AND RICH SOUND

The proper selection of the parameters of a home theater speaker, 
its positioning in the room and the quality of the sound determine the 
final sound of the entire system. Raptor 5 sets - as a front speaker, it plays 
one of the most important roles: its power and quality form a kind of 
reference point for the other speakers. If we expect a decisive and powerful 
sound - it is difficult to find a better proposal. 

Thanks to the Raptor series loudspeakers, we can at any time move to the 
cinema room and participate in the dynamic action of any - even the most 
explosive action movie. The set also includes a manual for the speaker - it 
will facilitate proper assembly and installation in the audio system. 

According to the experts' evaluations, the speakers have well-developed 
processing characteristics: in the wide mid-high range, with slightly raised 
bass. Sound: balanced and dynamic, with rich bass response, powerful 
vocals, smooth treble and an optimal dose of detail. 

Impedance 

Crossover division 
frequency 

Low-mid-range 
drivers

Speaker terminals  

Dimensions (H x W x D) 

Weight 

Raptor series: 9 Max/9/7/5/3/1/Mini/Vocal/X 
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